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CHANGING THE FACE OF  
A SUPERMARKET GIANT

• 1 new website

• 12 Perspex boxes

• 21 graduate programmes

•  From zero to 202 Snapchat followers  

in two days

• 26,811 graduate applications

Find out how a little help goes a long, 
long way and get the whole story at

www.tesco-graduates.com 
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For graduate buyer Kevin, sampling different milk 

drinks was all in a day’s work. As you’d expect, he 

tried out chocolate drinks. Strawberry drinks. Banana 

drinks. But he was also determined  to find the next 

big thing – drinks that would really give our business 

the edge. So he set about trying to establish three 

new own label brands for Tesco. His manager knew 

this would be a tough task, but that it could also have 

huge impact. So he backed Kevin every step of the way 

to help him make it happen. And sure enough, after a 

bit of negotiation, Kevin had found his suppliers. He 

created some brand new flavours (his toffee yoghurt 

drink has been a massive hit). In fact, the three brands 

are doing well across over 3,100 UK stores. See how  

far your ideas could go.

Our graduate Kevin’s beendeciding which milk drinks will

www.tesco-graduates.com
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Everybody knows Tesco, right? Wrong.  
Because when it came to graduate recruitment, 
a lot of graduates just didn’t get them. Lots 
of students didn’t know that Tesco’s graduate 
programmes cover an extraordinarily wide 
range of areas – around 21 – or that many 
of the graduates recruited have ended up 
developing long and successful careers with 
Tesco. Lots of students simply saw Tesco 
as the proverbial supermarket giant. 
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Following her store management training, things took 

an unexpected turn for Lauren. We were so impressed 

with her energy and enthusiasm, we felt she should take 

things a bit further. All the way to Asia, in fact. So we 

asked Lauren to go out to help set up new convenience 

stores in China and Korea. For someone whose home 

patch was Manchester, it was quite a change of scenery. 

But with the help of our translator (and several hours 

worth of Mandarin lessons), she soon found herself 

making decisions on everything from operations to 

distribution. Now Lauren’s back home, sharing her 

knowledge and experience with others. She’s certainly 

come a long way since joining us. Literally. And we get 

the feeling she’ll be going even further too. See how far 

your ideas could go.
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Beijing Capital International, Indira Gandhi 

International, Incheon International and 

Suvarnabhumi in Bangkok are just a few of the 

airports Nini’s been to on her travels with Tesco. Since 

she joined our graduate scheme in 2006, she’s been 

helping us source the very best fruit from growers 

all over the world. We’ve made sure Nini has had the 

opportunities and support she’s needed to progress 

quickly. She became a buying manager, and after just 

two and a half years she was running a team of five 

buyers right across Asia. That’s the thing about Tesco. 

As a truly global business, we can take our graduates 

much further, much faster. See where we could  

take you.

from
Graduate Nini has been everywhere 

&
IncheonBangkok

BEIJING DELHI
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For graduate buyer Kevin, sampling different milk 

drinks was all in a day’s work. As you’d expect, he 

tried out chocolate drinks. Strawberry drinks. Banana 

drinks. But he was also determined  to find the next 

big thing – drinks that would really give our business 

the edge. So he set about trying to establish three 

new own label brands for Tesco. His manager knew 

this would be a tough task, but that it could also have 

huge impact. So he backed Kevin every step of the way 

to help him make it happen. And sure enough, after a 

bit of negotiation, Kevin had found his suppliers. He 

created some brand new flavours (his toffee yoghurt 

drink has been a massive hit). In fact, the three brands 

are doing well across over 3,100 UK stores. See how  

far your ideas could go.
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Getting to grips with different grape varieties is all in a 

day’s work for Chad – he’s also a bit of an expert when 

it comes to Chardonnays, Malbecs and Rieslings. 

Which is pretty impressive when you realise that he 

used to find wine lists slightly scary. But we made sure 

he had the training he needed to step into a key role 

in our wine team just a month after he joined us. Four 

months after that, and he was in charge of £120m of 

business – and buying for three categories. So next 

time you find yourself in the wine aisle at Tesco lots of 

the products and promotions you see on the shelves 

will be there because of Chad. That’s the kind of thing 

you can achieve when you have some world-class 

training behind you. 
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Following her store management training, 

things took an unexpected turn for Lauren. 

We were so impressed with her energy and 

enthusiasm, we felt she should take things a bit 

further. All the way to Asia, in fact. So we asked 

Lauren to go out to help set up new convenience 

stores in China and Korea. For someone whose 

home patch was Manchester, it was quite a 

change of scenery. But with the help of our 

translator (and several hours worth of Mandarin 

lessons), she soon found herself making decisions 

on everything from operations to distribution. 

Now Lauren’s back home, sharing her knowledge 

and experience with others. She’s certainly come 

a long way since joining us. Literally. And we get 

the feeling she’ll be going even further too.  

To see how far your ideas could go, visit  

www.tesco-graduates.com

We think one of the best ways for you to learn 
is to experience different challenges in your 
day-to-day role. But we also have all sorts of 
training programmes available, both whilst 
you’re a graduate trainee and beyond. And if  
we think some more bespoke training would 
be useful, we’ll arrange that too…

Scan the QR code for Lauren’s whole story and turn over to 
find out more about our training and development…
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We have an incredible range of 
opportunities, right across our business. 
Of course, our customers are at the heart of 
everything we do – so no matter where you  
join us, your focus will be on creating an even 
better shopping experience and on giving  
even more back to our communities. 

All of this means that no matter what your 
background, there’s every chance that we have 
a programme that can help you get your career 
off the ground – and to wherever you want 
it to go. More than that, we offer graduates 
exceptional support and inspiring experiences. 
Experiences that will enable you to develop the 
skills you need to lead us into the future, and 
determine what that future looks like.

put simply, we may be big, but when you join 
our graduate programme you will matter. 
We’ll seek out your opinions. We’ll act on your 
ideas. And we’ll do all we can to help you learn, 
succeed and go a very, very long way with us.

gRAduATE OppORTuniTiES

No matter where  
you join us, you’ll 
have the chance to
learn, lead & go in all 
sorts of directions

gRAduATE OppORTuniTiES

We have three overarching schemes, and our office programmes encompass 
many more.

You can take a look at all of our programmes at the end of this brochure on 
page 20 – and get the full lowdown at www.tesco-graduates.com

Whichever path you choose, you can look forward to unrivalled scope for 
development and progression. And at the end of your scheme, your future will  
be wide open. 

Our Store Management 

Programme offers opportunities 
at the heart of our business,  
serving our customers. 

Our Distribution Management 

Programme puts you at the forefront 
of logistics management, getting the 
things our customers want to the right 
place at the right time.

Our Office Programmes are 
huge in their scope, covering 
everything from buying to property 
to Tesco.com.
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when we told Kyle and Josh we’d be 

sending them to the Isle of Man for two 

weeks, they’d have been forgiven for 

expecting a quieter life. But this was a 

Tesco graduate project. So we made sure 

they went during the island’s famous TT 

Festival, where bikers from around the 

world flock every year. The challenge? To 

take advantage of the crowds and boost 

revenue for our Douglas superstore. Their 

solution? To set up a special marquee in the 

car park and serve thousands of revved-up 

tourists. The pair kept campers happy with 

everything from tents to tin-openers, while 

taking the extra pressure off our shopfloor 

teams. Tesco increased profits during that 

period and Kyle and Josh gained priceless 

experience (and some top tips on two-

wheel touring too). To see how you could 

be supported to make your ideas go 

further, visit www.tesco-graduates.com

We love a bit of initiative. So sometimes we’ll 
set you a challenge and let you just run with 
it. It’s great for your development. And more 
often than not, it’s great for our business too...

Scan the QR code for Kyle and Josh’s whole 
story and turn over to find out more about 
our graduate opportunities… 
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4 5THE TESCO STORY innOvATiOn And CORpORATE RESpOnSibiliTY

From tea to technology: 
we’re all about innovation

Our story started all the way back in 1919 when Jack Cohen started 
a grocery stall in the East End of London. Five years later, Jack Cohen 
bought a shipment of tea from a T.E. Stockwell and by bringing their two 
names together, Tesco was born. Since then, we’ve come a long way to 
become one of Britain’s greatest success stories. 

These days, we have over 6,700 stores, almost 530,000 employees and 
operations in 12 markets across the globe (some of our grads get to spend 
part of their training overseas). And of course, we’re a household name 
here in the UK with stores and distribution centres the length and breadth 
of the country. 

The size and scale of our business means we can offer an unrivalled 
breadth and depth of opportunities. We’re constantly expanding into new 
markets and developing new brands and services to make a difference to 
our customers and the world around us. Our success depends on finding, 
nurturing and developing the skills and experience of all our people. So 
wherever you join us you can be sure of our on-going commitment to 
your career development.

M aking a positive difference to the world around us is what drives us.  
We look at the things that matter to our customers, to our colleagues and to our 
communities. And then we find a way to make those things that little bit better. 
That little bit easier. 

It’s why we’re always thinking ahead; why we’re constantly innovating. 
Like developing everything from apps to online platforms, so people can 
shop with us anywhere, any time and in any way. We even created a virtual 
store at Gatwick Airport so people could pick some post-holiday essentials 
for when they got home. 

but there’s more to us than just convenience. We strive for every Tesco store to 
be valued by local customers, and to be known for doing the right thing in the 
communities they live in. because we never forget that more often than not, 
it’s the little things that are most important to them, and to our people – this 
links in with our core purpose; we make what matters better together. Each 
year, we do all sorts of things for charity. And everyone who works for us has 
the opportunity to get involved in lots of fun and creative ways.  
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For graduate buyer Kevin, sampling 

different milk drinks was all in a day’s work. 

As you’d expect, he tried out chocolate 

drinks. Strawberry drinks. Banana drinks. 

But he was also determined  to find the next 

big thing – drinks that would really give our 

business the edge. So he set about trying 

to establish three new own label brands for 

Tesco. His manager knew this would be a 

tough task, but that it could also have huge 

impact. So he backed Kevin every step of the 

way to help him make it happen. And sure 

enough, after a bit of negotiation, Kevin had 

found his suppliers. He created some brand 

new flavours (his toffee yoghurt drink has 

been a massive hit). In fact, the three brands 

are doing well across over 3,100 UK stores. 

To see how far your ideas could go, visit  

www.tesco-graduates.com

We know that a good idea can come from 
anywhere and anyone. So if you come up with 
a great suggestion, we’ll be right behind you 
to make it happen…

Scan the QR code for Kevin’s whole 
story and turn over to read about  
our own…

Our graduate Kevin’s been deciding 
which milk drinks will
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We don’t just want to be a great place to shop, we want to be a 
great place to work – which is why we’re so proud of our awards. 

Tesco can help you go further than you ever imagined. And if you have  
the talent, ambition and ideas, we’ll set  you on a career path for life. 

‘We make what matters better together’ is our core purpose. 

And because our business is so varied, we can offer you the special mix of 
experiences you need to learn, grow and get ahead. To give you an idea of what 
those experiences might be, we’ll be sharing a few stories from some of our 
graduates. Like them, with a bit of training and support behind you, you could 
go a long, long way with us.
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O ur application process has been designed to show 
us just what you can do. And at every stage, you’ll need 
to think about how your experiences so far prove that 
you have the qualities we’re looking for.

If you have the following attributes, we’d love to hear 
from you: 

•   A passion for retail, working in a store environment 

and delivering great service to customers

•   A tenacious, driven and motivated approach

•   Clear and confident communication skills  

and the ability to work in a team

•   Self-awareness, emotional intelligence and 

excellent decision-making skills

•   The drive it takes to embrace, lead and  

implement change

•   The personality to win the hearts and minds of 

those around you

•   A 2:1 in any discipline and 300 UCAS points and  

full mobility throughout the UK and ROI

You’ll find plenty more on www.tesco-graduates.com  
or speak with your Personnel Manager for more details.
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So, armed with a clear brief to raise their 
profile on campus and change some of 
those entrenched perceptions, our answer 
was two-fold: a new web experience for 
graduates, an engaging and informative site 
that told the story of Tesco in an informative 
and authentic way; and a first-of-a-kind 
game that uses the Snapchat app. 

You can view the website here:

http://www.tesco-graduates.com

Home Page

http://www.tesco-graduates.co.uk 


Graduates

The new site gave students much more  
of a flavour of the real Tesco, the breadth  
and depth of opportunities available.  
It went live on 15th September 2013  
and we immediately began seeing a  
marked improvement over the previous  
site with reduced bounce rates and improved 
visitor duration times. By January 29th 2014, 
Tesco had received over 26,000 applications 
across all of its graduate programmes.



Huge Range Of ProgrammesApply Page



Web Banners Linking to Graduate Profiles



And when we went out on campus with our 
Snapchat game, it really caught fire with the 
student community. It worked by exploiting  
the fact that photos sent on the app can only  
be viewed for up to 10 seconds before ‘boom!’ 
they self-destruct. And we used that feature  
to give people the opportunity to win prizes  
in an immersive, quick-fire game.

We built a stand containing 12 locked boxes 
and inside each box was a mystery prize. But to 
unlock a box it needed to be scanned with the 
correct ‘key’.  The keys were in fact 12 unique 
barcodes and to get hold of one, students had 
to use Snapchat to send in a ‘selfie’ to the Tesco 
team. Once they’d done that they were sent a 
‘key’ but they couldn’t open it until they were 
ready to play, otherwise… Boom! 

People were queuing up to play and once on 
the stand a series of frenzied 10-second periods 
followed as each student raced to scan as many 
boxes as possible, hoping to find a match.

“Snapchat is  
considered by a lot  

of people as the  
young person’s social  

media network ”.





Fancy shaking your room to the sounds of Jazzy Jeff and  

the Fresh Prince? Whatever your taste in music and whatever 

your degree subject, join us on Thursday 6 February in the 

Main Foyer to find out about our graduate programmes 

and you could walk away with a free iTunes gift card. Just 

make sure you’ve signed up to Snapchat before you turn up. 

Good luck, see you on the day. www.tesco-graduates.com

boom!

Tick,

Tick, tick,
tick,

tesco-graduates

There’s no end of things you can do on a Tesco Hudl and no 

end of ways you could start a career with Tesco as a graduate. 

Join us on Thursday 6 February in the Main Foyer to find 

out about our full range of graduate programmes and join 

in our Snapchat game to see if you could win a free Hudl.  

Just make sure you’ve signed up to Snapchat before you turn up.  

Good luck, see you on the day. www.tesco-graduates.com
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tesco-graduates
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In every job that must be done there is an element of fun. 

You find the fun and SNAP, the job is done. Join us on 

Thursday 6 February in the Main Foyer to find out about our 

fabulous graduate programmes, end experience the fun 

you can have playing our Snapchat game. We have movie 

downloads, apps, music and even free Hudls to give away.  

Just make sure you’ve signed up to Snapchat before you turn up. 

Good luck, see you on the day. www.tesco-graduates.com
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Enjoy your favourite music, movies books, apps and more with 
a free Google Play gift card. Join us on Thursday 6 February 
in the Main Foyer to find out about our graduate programmes 
and you could walk away with one of our great free prizes in our 
‘Snap it, Scan it, Win it’ game. Just make sure you’ve signed up 
to Snapchat before you turn up. Good luck, see you on the day.

www.tesco-graduates.com
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Student on campus adding the tesco-graduates  
snapchat handle

The Snap It, Scan It, Win It Game

Student Selfies







ManchesterThanks 
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Continuing engagement through use of snapchat stories



With a new website together with Snap it,  
Scan it, Win it, Tesco not only presented  
itself in a completely new way, it also built  
a brand new community on Snapchat  
and increased its number of followers on  
@TescoEntryLevel by 30%.

Student feedback was also fantastic.  
During research there were numerous positive 
comments about the website, while out on 
campus people were saying “That’s such a cool 
idea” and “That’s so neat they’re using Snapchat!” 
and “Oh my God! I can’t believe I’m so nervous”.  
 

“That’s such  
a cool idea” 

“Oh my God! I can’t 
believe I’m so nervous.”

“Innovation @ its best”. 
Vicki Spindler, Graduate 

Resourcing Manager – Tesco UK

 “That’s so neat 
they’re using 

Snapchat!” 



You can get a sense of that drama and 
excitement here:  
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YH5En2DKIuw 

 
The client’s comments… “Innovation @ its best”.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YH5En2DKIuw 

